Dammann Surname - sun365.me
dammann name meaning dammann family history at ancestry com - dammann name meaning german topographic
name from middle low german dam dike highway man man see damm or a habitational name from any of the various places
named damm or damme from this word for example in brandenburg oldenburg and pomerania source dictionary of
american family names 2013 oxford university press, dammann history family crest coats of arms - the surname
dammann was first found in oldenburg where the name emerged in mediaeval times as one of the notable families of the
region from the 13th century on the surname was identified with the great social and economic evolution which made this
territory a landmark contributor to the development of the german nation, the dammann surname familytreeassistant
com - check out house of names to investigate the origins of the dammann surname or get a copy of the dammann family
crest a great gift idea dammann records on ancestry ancestry is a major source of information if you are filling out your
dammann family tree, damman history family crest coats of arms - contemporary notables of the name damman post
1700 james j damman b 1933 american republican politician member of michigan state house of representatives 63rd
district 1971 74 lieutenant governor of michigan 1975 78 citation close the political graveyard alphabetical name index
retrieved 2015 december 8, dammann name meaning dammann family history at ancestry ca - the dammann family
name was found in the usa the uk and canada between 1880 and 1920 the most dammann families were found in the usa in
1920 in 1911 there were 4 dammann families living in saskatchewan this was about 57 of all the recorded dammann s in
canada saskatchewan had the highest population of dammann families in 1911, genealogy of dammann dammann
historical records - dammann in rootsweb surname mailing lists dammann genealogy mailing list for correspondence and
sharing of information pertaining to family histories of the dammann surname and its variations or check the index of mailing
lists for a sound alike name, what does the name dammann mean names org - fun facts about the name dammann how
popular is the name dammann as a last name dammann was the 19 441 st most popular name in 2010 how unique is the
name dammann out of 5 933 561 records in the u s social security administration public data the first name dammann was
not present it is possible the name you are searching has less than five occurrences per year, the dammann genealogy
and family tree page - origins of the dammann surname it is quite possible for two people with the dammann last name to
have been given that surname for entirely different reasons discovering the country from which your dammann ancestors
originated can often yield additional clues for the meaning of the surname
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